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HOW CONSUMERS GET CTV Consumers have a growing number of 
app-enabled CTV service options, with traditional MVPDs now enabling 
connectivity on some set-top boxes.

Smart TVs Game Consoles OTT  
devices

Internet TV 
services

MVPD
solutions

THE DIGIT IZATION OF TV 

By 2016, more than 60% of homes will use IP1  
to watch some portion of the 5.5 hours of 
premium video content on TV2.

1.eMarketer 2014   2.Nielsen 2014

THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION  
OF TV IS HERE
75% of media planners are either planning for connected TV (CTV) 
advertising opportunities now or will be this year1. It’s becoming 
less and less feasible to approach TV and digital as discrete and 
separate parts of a communication strategy.

S O, WHAT IS CONNECTED T V?



81% of connected TV users stream video on their devices,  
up from 60% in 2012

TV now #1 preferred screen for streaming content  
(over laptop, tablet, smartphone)
 
Online video viewing via CTV has climbed 30% from 2013 to 2014  
(2.3 hours per week in Q1 2013 to 3 hours in Q1 2014)

Majority of households will have and use a connected TV in 2015

55MM households (113.2MM people) will regularly use a CTV this year

Nearly 2X as many TV apps will be downloaded in 2015 vs 2014

Today, 6.5% of all homes watch TV exclusively via connected devices

Rapid growth in Connected TV content  
is driving universal adoption.

New Norms in TV Viewing Behavior

Connected TV is the preferred screen
for streaming content via the internet:

Discover more data findings on the BrightLine Insight Library! 
brightline.tv/insights

SOURCES: EMARKETER, GIGAOM PRO, EXPERIAN

SOURCES: NPD CONNECTED INTELLIGENCE, EMARKETER, PARKS ASSOCIATES

U SER E XPECTATIONS HAVE E VOLVED



New Norms in TV Viewing Behavior Over 10+ years, consumer appetite to  
engage with brands on TV continues to 
grow, generating higher engagement 
metrics and greater impact on key 
brand health metrics.

TRADITIONAL 
TV

CLICK THROUGH RATE TIME SPENT 
WITH BRAND

LIFT IN BRAND  
FAVORABILITY

LIFT IN PURCHASE 
INTENT

SOURCES: BRIGHTLINE IQTM DATABASE, POINTROLL , MILLWARD BROWN DIGITAL
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American Express enables first-ever Ticketmaster 
purchase on CTV within the AMEX NOW app.

Disney Parks changes how families discover and  
plan their next trip, bringing in direct social feeds  
from Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook to their app!

V ISUAL E X AMPLES



Buick targets audiences 
within relevant content  
apps on CTV.

Jaguar gets users to tweet  
content directly from their CTVs. 

Hellmann’s encourages  
Brazilian viewers to view 
recipes on their CTVs.



T H E  D I G I T A L  U S E R

T H E  T V  V I E W E R

DISTANCE FROM SCREEN
2 Feet (70 cm)

ENVIRONMENT
Work environment, single-user

INPUT DE VICE
Click/Touch anywhere
 
V I E W E R B E H AV I O R
Active interaction & searching, leaned forward,  
high concentration and involvement, constrained 
posture: usually in front of a desk

V I E W E R G OA L S
Work, goal-oriented, based on various needs, there 
is a specific target/goal, infinite type and number 
searching structure

DISTANCE FROM SCREEN
10 Feet (3.5 meters) 

ENVIRONMENT
Fun environment 
Family/Social event

INPUT DE VICE
Remote (up/down/left/right)

VIE W ER BEHAVIOR
Leaned back, passive browsing, comfortable  
posture, low concentration and involvement,  
possibly lying back or face-downward/on side

VIE W ER GOAL S
Entertainment, often there is no specific target/goal, 
single contents, exploring structure

DIGITAL 
USER

TV
VIEWER

I NTELLIGENT DESIGN

Partnering with BrightLine gives you access to our iQTM design tool and 
analytics dashboard which grants you instant access to: learnings from  
600+ connected TV advertising campaigns over the last 10 years, key  
observed differences in viewer behavior, design best practices, and more.



U X T V A V E R A G E S

Food campaigns generate up to 10X more recipe 
video views than YouTube in half the time 

A CPG brand recently found that UXTVTM was 8X 
more effective than traditional TV at driving sales 
of featured products in the branded TV experience

About 26% of engaged viewers say they went to a 
dealership after engaging on TV

An average of 41% of engaged viewers say they looked 
for a featured product in-store after engaging on TV

Prospective customers are up to 6X more interested 
in applying after engaging on TV

TV engagement has lifted tune-in by up to 55%

Viewers are spending upwards of 7 minutes  
engaging with travel brand content on TV, watching 
6.8 branded videos on average

1 in 3 viewers actually purchase after engaging on TV
1:00 average duration

125% lift in purchase intent

CPG

AUTO

RETA IL

FIN A NCIA L

TR AV EL

ENTERTA INMENT

V ALIDATED RESULTS

SOURCES: BRIGHTLINE IQ™ DATABASE



Select brand for Connected TV campaign

Expand your media purchase directly  
with selected platforms/publishers

BrightLine creates and serves your  
rich media UXTVTM ad experience

BrightLine will recommend UXTVTM  
ad product and supporting platforms

RFP BrightLine 
Please contact: Jenna Pankow jpankow@brightline.tv  

with brand, target, goal/KPI

5 SIMPLE STEPS TO LAUNCHING A CAMPAIGN:

Let BrightLine show you how easy it is to add Connected TV  
to your media mix. BrightLine works with brand teams to  
identify campaign goals and pick the right UXTVTM product  
and then aligns with your media agency to budget and  
secure your inventory.
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A CTION PL AN



Select brand for Connected TV campaign

Expand your media purchase directly  
with selected platforms/publishers

BrightLine creates and serves your  
rich media UXTVTM ad experience

BrightLine will recommend UXTVTM  
ad product and supporting platforms

RFP BrightLine 

5 SIMPLE STEPS TO LAUNCHING A CAMPAIGN:
ACR (Automatic Content Recognition) - A technology that allows 
connected devices to determine what content a viewer is watching, regardless 
of how it is delivered on their screen, and trigger an action such as 
interactivity or data collection. 

Addressable - Delivery of a targeted message to a specific segment of 
viewers. Addressable advertising can be done at various levels and 
segmentation, and in some cases can target down to an individual viewer 
using database matching capabilities. 

Advanced TV - Anything other than traditional, linear television. This 
umbrella term is inclusive of the below: 

Interactive TV (iTV) - The catch-all term for adding a viewer 
engagement piece to television. This can include both interactive content 
and advertising and can be delivered in a variety of ways, including 
through the first- and second-screen.

Connected TV (CTV) - Connected TVs are simply TVs that are 
connected to the open internet either through the cable provider set  
top box or through a consumer electronic device like a streaming box  
or game console. 

Smart TV - Synonymous with Connected TV

In-App Inventory - Advertising available inside of connected TV apps. 
Typically in-app inventory is sold by the app publisher. 

Legacy TV - TV delivered to the home via traditional methods (linear), 
including cable and satellite.  

Linear TV - TV delivered in a standard, live, non-time-shifted or DVR’d 
manner. The standard way that people watched TV from the 1950’s 
through today. 

Rich Media for TV - Solutions which offer marketers the ability to reach 
viewers (consumers) in a way consistent with how marketers are already 
reaching consumers in the digital/mobile spaces. Rich media solutions can 
include interactive video, brand microsites, and quick-click engagement 
opportunities.

Streaming/OTT Box - An after-market device that viewers can use  
to connect their TV to the internet, allowing them to access app content  
(i.e. Roku, Amazon Fire TV, Apple TV).

UXTVTM - User Experience TV is BrightLine’s proprietary platform for 
enabling rich media experiences on TV.  UXTVTM provides advertisers, 
platforms, publishers, and content producers the tools they need to make 
their connected TV advertising interactive.

L INGO



BrightLine is the lead innovator and global provider of rich 
media solutions for TV. The Company works across the 
entire TV ecosystem including agencies, networks, digital 
publishers and the largest global advertisers within the TV 
environment by bringing one of the key competitive 
advantages of the Internet to TV advertising – Measurable 
cross screen “rich media for TV” ad products to over 90 
million households. BrightLine’s universal design and 
execution framework is fueled by data-driven experiences 
proven to increase consumer engagement, brand recall and 
sales. BrightLine’s suite of UXTV™ ad products transforms 
passive 30-second commercials into dynamic, superior 
video for rich viewer-driven brand interactions. BrightLine’s 
proprietary IQ™ software suite then aggregates consumer 
behavior trends and historical results to inform the design 
implementation of integrated advertising experiences. 
BrightLine’s universal platform agnostic solutions launch 
across all connected and traditional television platforms 
including cable, satellite, telco, and all connected and smart 
TV devices, keeping brand experiences as premium as the 
content alongside which they are being delivered.

www.brightline.tv


